A horizontal phase lock loop for use in a television receiver comprises first and second loops and a horizontal oscillator (34) which generates a ramp signal at a frequency of twice the line frequency. The first loop locks the oscillator signal to the horizontal synchronization pulses. The oscillator output is sliced (36) and then divided by two (38) to achieve a fifty percent duty cycle drive waveform to the phase detector (30) in the first loop and to a phase detector (40) in the second loop. The second loop includes a variable slicer (44) which generates the oscillating signal so as to lock the flyback signal generated by the horizontal output stage (48) to the second phase detector's switching waveform. Both loops include a divide-by-two circuit (38, 46) which assures fifty percent duty cycle drive waveforms.
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is a ramp signal. This ramp signal is then shaped to form a square wave drive signal to the horizontal output stage which in turn produces flyback pulses approximately 10 microseconds wide and approximately 63 microseconds apart.

The flyback pulses are then processed by external wave shaping circuitry to produce a ramp signal which is applied to one input of a horizontal phase detector. The phase detector has a second input coupled to a bias voltage. The incoming horizontal synchronization pulse gates the phase detector which generates a d.c. output for controlling the horizontal frequency.

This system suffers from several disadvantages. First, many external components are required to shape the flyback pulse stream into a ramp for the phase detector. Second, the pull-in symmetry of the loop depends on the shaped ramp and the flyback signal which may vary with signal conditions and loading. Third, the loop's response time or bandwidth is a compromise between a requirement for good low signal operation (low bandwidth and slow response time) and variations in loop delay in the horizontal output stage which requires a fast loop response to avoid horizontal displacement of portions of the picture or the raster. Finally, this system does not provide a clock signal at twice line frequency for a vertical countdown section. If the vertical deflection signal is derived from the horizontal oscillator by countdown, then the twice line frequency clock is required at the counter input to provide for proper vertical interlacing.

To reduce the effects of the first three disadvantages described above, two loop systems have been employed; e.g. the TBA920/TDA2590 2-loop system by Philips. This system suffers, however, from the disadvantage that the duty cycle of the horizontal output stage drive signal varies as the second loop corrects for changes in loop delays.

Furthermore, this system does not employ a 31.5 KHz
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Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention
This invention relates generally to television receiver systems and, more particularly, to an improved horizontal phase lock loop which employs an oscillator which oscillates at twice line frequency, provides an accurate fifty percent duty cycle horizontal output drive waveform and provides an accurate fifty percent duty cycle phase detector switching waveform to assure symmetrical pull-in performance.

Description of the Prior Art
In most modern television receivers, a phase lock loop is employed to lock the horizontal oscillator in the horizontal sweep section of the receiver to the incoming separated horizontal synchronization pulses to establish the phase relationship between the incoming synchronization pulses and the horizontal flyback pulse thus fixing the television picture on the raster. In the prior art single loop system, the horizontal oscillator operates at line frequency (15.75 KHz in the United States) and its output
oscillator necessary for vertical countdown; i.e. twice U.S. line frequency.

Summary of the Invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved horizontal phase lock loop for a television receiver.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a phase lock loop for a television receiver which provides a clock signal at twice the line frequency to a vertical countdown counter to achieve proper vertical interlacing.

It is a still further object of the invention to provide a horizontal phase lock loop for a television receiver which provides a horizontal output drive signal and a phase detector switching signal each of which have an accurate fifty percent duty cycle.

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a horizontal phase lock loop for use in a television receiver of the type which receives horizontal synchronization pulses at the picture line frequency and which includes a horizontal output stage for generating flyback pulses, comprising: an oscillator for generating a signal at a frequency substantially equal to twice said line frequency; a first loop which includes said oscillator for locking said oscillator to said horizontal synchronization pulses and for generating a switching waveform; and a second loop coupled to said oscillator and driven by said switching waveform for locking said flyback pulses to said switching waveform.

According to a second aspect of the invention there is provided a method for locking the horizontal oscillator of a television receiver to the line frequency horizontal synchronization pulses received by said television receiver, comprising: generating with said horizontal oscillator a first signal having a frequency substantially
equal to twice said line frequency; dividing said first
signal by two to produce a fifty percent duty cycle
switching waveform; comparing said switching waveform with
said synchronization pulses; and generating a control
signal indicative of the phase difference between said
switching waveform and said synchronization pulses to
control said oscillator.

The above and other objects, features and advantages
of the invention will be better understood from the
following detailed description taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, in which:

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIGURES 1 and 2 illustrate the composite video signal
received by a television receiver;
FIGURE 3 is a block diagram of a basic prior art
television receiver;
FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of the inventive
horizontal phase lock loop; and
FIGURES 5A, 5B and 5C illustrate waveforms appearing
at certain points in FIGURE 1.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Before embarking on a detailed discussion of the
invention, it may be helpful to briefly review basic
television principles. A complete TV picture appears on
the TV screen thirty times per second. Between each
picture, there is an interval during which the screen is
dark. Each TV frame, however, is not projected as a
complete picture but is created in sections by varying the
brightness of a moving spot of light. That is, the picture
tube contains an electron gun which generates an electron
beam which moves very rapidly across a phosphor coated
screen and, by changing its strength, different amounts of
light are produced in different places. More exactly, the electron beam is focused into a fine point that moves from the upper left-hand corner in a straight horizontal line to the right side of the screen. After each movement from left to right, the beam intensity is reduced so that no light is produced during the return motion from right to left. After each line is painted, the beam is moved down a little on the tube face. While the motion of the electron beam is called "scanning", the electronic actions involved are generally referred to as a "sweeping" and we speak of a horizontal sweep frequency of approximately 15,750 cycles per second.

It should be obvious that there must be some synchronization between the image seen by a remote television camera and that which is ultimately shown on the TV screen. If, for example, the receiver scans a picture in more or less than one-thirtieth of a second, the picture will appear to roll vertically. Thus, great care is taken to synchronize accurately the scanning of each line and frame. To achieve this, synchronizing signals are transmitted to the receiver with the sound and video information. In addition to providing signals which control the starting of each line, the edges of the picture must be blanked out to avoid any appearance of ragged edges, and the electron beam must turned off during the time in which it returns to its starting place. This return time is often referred to as the retrace or flyback period and is approximately 9 microseconds long for each line (the horizontal flyback), but is considerably longer for the period when the beam returns from the bottom to the top of the screen (the vertical flyback period).

FIGURE 1 illustrates a black and white video signal including the horizontal synchronization pulses 2 and the horizontal blanking or flyback pulse 4. Interposed between successive flyback pulses is the actual black and white video signal 6 corresponding to one picture line. As can
be seen, the horizontal flyback pulse 4 extends into the black region so that the edges of the picture are completely black avoiding the appearance of ragged edges.

Referring to FIGURE 2, the start of each field of vertical scanning is dictated by a vertical synchronization pulse which lasts much longer than the horizontal synchronization pulses. To avoid losing horizontal synchronization during the vertical flyback or blanking period, the horizontal synchronization pulses are superimposed on the vertical blanking pulse. The first six pulses are very narrow and are referred to as equalizing pulses. Next, there are periods of six wide pulses which comprise the actual vertical synchronization pulse serrated by the horizontal synchronization period. This is followed by an additional six equalizing pulses and then four regular horizontal synchronizing pulses that start the top of the picture. Note that the vertical blanking period extends through this time and darkens the screen while the beam moves from bottom to top and covers the first four lines of the picture.

FIGURE 3 is a block diagram of a basic black and white TV receiver. From the antenna, a transmission line 8 brings all signals received by the antenna to tuner 10 whose function it is to select the desired band of frequencies and reject all others. The tuner passes only the desired intermediate frequency to the IF amplifiers 12.

Television IF amplifiers 12 include a plurality of IF stages which amplify the IF signals. To prevent overloading and to minimize picture changes during fading, automatic gain control is used to control the amplification of the IF signal.

The output of IF amplifiers 12 is applied to a detector 14 which removes the amplitude modulated video signal and applies it to video amplifier 16. The sound signal is removed, amplified, clipped, and limited in audio
section 18. The output of audio detector 18 is applied to audio amplifier 20 which is similar to audio amplifiers found in radio receivers. The output of the audio amplifier is applied to the speaker.

Video amplifier 16 requires more bandwidth than audio amplifier 20. This is accomplished using special peaking circuits for the high and low frequency response. The output of video amplifier 16 is applied to the picture tube and to a sync separator 22 which is unique to television receivers. As described earlier, the horizontal and vertical synchronization pulses appear on top of their respective blanking signals which are sandwiched in between lines of picture signal. The sync separator clips the synchronization pulses off the composite video signal after the signal has been amplified in video amplifier 16. Two separate filters may be employed to separate the vertical from the horizontal synchronization pulses. For example, a high pass filter would permit only the horizontal synchronization pulses to reach horizontal sweep section 24 while the vertical pulses could be passed through a low pass filter to the vertical sweep section 26.

The vertical sweep section generates the actual signals which pass through the deflection yoke of the picture tube to move the electron beam up and down. Similarly, the horizontal sweep section is responsible for moving the electron beam across the tube. In order to obtain the large current of short duration required in the horizontal deflection coils, a transformer is generally used. Furthermore, a flyback transformer is generally considered part of the horizontal sweep section. This transformer generates a high voltage during the time in which the electron beam returns from right to left.

into which the inventive horizontal phase lock loop may be incorporated. FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the inventive two-loop horizontal phase lock loop. The first loop consists of a first phase detector 30, a first low pass filter 32, a horizontal oscillator 34, a comparator slicer 36 and a divide-by-two circuit 38. Phase detector 30 has a first input coupled to the horizontal synchronization pulse stream and a second input coupled to the output of the divide-by-two circuit 38. Horizontal oscillator 34 generates asymmetrical ramp signal of the type shown in FIG. 5A at a frequency of 31.5 KHz (twice the line frequency in the U.S.). The ramp signal has a ramp up time of $t_1 = 20$ microseconds and a ramp down time of $t_2 = 12$ microseconds. The output of the oscillator is applied to a first input of comparator slicer 36, and a bias voltage is applied to its second input. The DC bias voltage is shown as line 50 in FIG. 5A. The output of comparator slicer 36 is shown in FIG. 5B.

It is important to note that since the horizontal oscillator is implemented on chip, the ramp signal is less likely to be subject to unwanted variations. However, even if such unwanted variations should occur, the divide-by-two circuit is implemented so as to trigger off the trailing edge of the waveform appearing at the output of comparator slicer 36. This assures a fifty percent duty cycle signal appearing at the output of divide-by-two circuit 38 as is shown in FIG. 5C. The output of divide-by-two circuit 38 is fed back to a second input of phase detector 30 and is used to gate the phase detector. The output of phase detector 30 is filtered in low pass filter 32 the output of which represents a DC control voltage for altering the frequency of horizontal oscillator 34. Thus, the output of divide-by-two circuit 38 is used to gate phase detector 30 thus locking the horizontal oscillator to the horizontal synchronization pulses. Circuits which are suitable for use as phase detector 30 are well known and a further
discussion of them is not deemed necessary. One suitable phase detector circuit is shown in co-pending U.S. patent application Serial No. SC-80044 entitled "Horizontal Phase Detector Gain Control" filed of even date herewith.

Further, a suitable oscillator for use as horizontal oscillator 34 is shown and described in co-pending U.S. patent application Serial No. SC-80041 entitled "Horizontal Oscillator" and filed of even date herewith.

The second loop comprises a second phase detector 40, a second low pass filter 42, phase shift slicer 44, a second divide-by-two circuit 46 and horizontal output circuit 48. The output of divide-by-two circuit 38 is applied to the second phase detector 40 and serves as a switching signal which is gated directly by the flyback pulse coming from horizontal output 48 and applied to a second input of phase detector 40. The output of phase detector 40 is filtered in low pass filter 42 which in turn generates an output which is applied to phase shift slicer 44 for controlling its slicing level. The output of horizontal oscillator 34 is applied to a second input of phase shift slicer 44. The output of phase shift slicer 44, as shown in FIG. 5B, is applied to a divide-by-two circuit 46 which in turn generates a signal similar to that shown in FIG. 5C. The divide-by-two circuit 46 triggers on a single edge of the slicer output as to assure a fifty percent duty cycle signal. The output of divide-by-two circuit 46 is applied as a drive signal to the horizontal output circuit 48 which in turn generates the flyback drive signal to the horizontal output circuit 48 which in turn generates the flyback pulses which are fed back to the second phase detector 40. Thus, by controlling the slicing level in phase shift slicer 44, the phasing of the horizontal drive output can be controlled such that the flyback waveform is centered on the switching waveform applied from divide-by-two circuit 38 to phase detector 40.
The above described approach overcomes loop ambiguities and provides accurate fifty percent duty cycle switching waveforms to both phase detectors and to the horizontal output resulting in symmetrical pull-in. The phase relationship between the first and second loops may be adjusted by designing in a predetermined offset in the second loop phase detector. Further, since horizontal oscillator 34 is operating at twice the line frequency it is suitable for use with a vertical countdown system.

While the invention has been described with reference to a specific embodiment thereof, changes in form and details may be made by one skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A horizontal phase lock loop for use in a television receiver of the type which receives horizontal synchronization pulses at the picture line frequency and which includes a horizontal output stage for generating flyback pulses, comprising:
   an oscillator for generating a signal at a frequency substantially equal to twice said line frequency;
   a first loop which includes said oscillator for locking said oscillator to said horizontal synchronization pulses and for generating a switching waveform; and
   a second loop coupled to said oscillator and driven by said switching waveform for locking said flyback pulses to said switching waveform.

2. A horizontal phase lock loop according to claim 1 wherein said signal is a ramp signal and wherein said synchronization pulses are locked to a point on said ramp signal.

3. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 1 wherein said first loop comprises:
   a first phase detector having a first input coupled to receive said synchronization pulses, a second input coupled to said switching waveform and an output coupled to said oscillator, said first phase detector generating a first control signal for altering the frequency of said oscillator; and
   a first divide-by-two circuit having an input coupled to the output of said oscillator for producing said switching waveform.

4. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 3 wherein said switching waveform has a fifty percent duty
cycle and a frequency substantially equal to said line frequency.

5. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 4 wherein the output of said oscillator is a ramp signal and wherein said first loop further comprises a comparator circuit coupled between said oscillator and said first divide-by-two circuit for generating a first signal having a frequency substantially equal to that of said oscillator.

6. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 5 further including a first low pass filter coupled between said first phase detector and said oscillator.

7. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 5 wherein said second loop comprises:

   a second phase detector having a first input coupled to said switching waveform and a second input coupled to receive said flyback pulses for generating a second control signal;

   first means having a first input coupled to ramp signal and a second input coupled to said second phase detector for slicing said ramp signal in accordance with said second control signal and producing a second signal having a frequency substantially equal to said ramp signal; and

   a second divide-by-two circuit having an input coupled to the output of said first means and an output coupled to said horizontal output stage for producing a fifty percent duty cycle drive waveform having a frequency substantially equal to said line frequency.

8. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 7 further including a second low pass filter coupled between said second phase detector and said first means.
9. A method for locking the horizontal oscillator of a television receiver to the line frequency horizontal synchronization pulses received by said television receiver, comprising:

- generating with said horizontal oscillator a first signal having a frequency substantially equal to twice said line frequency;
- dividing said first signal by two to produce a fifty percent duty cycle switching waveform;
- comparing said switching waveform with said synchronization pulses; and
- generating a control signal indicative of the phase difference between said switching waveform and said synchronization pulses to control said oscillator.

10. A method according to claim 9 further including:

- slicing said first signal;
- dividing the sliced first signal by two to generate a horizontal output stage drive signal;
- generating flyback pulses from said drive signal;
- comparing said flyback pulses with said switching waveform; and
- generating a second control signal indicative of the phase difference between said flyback pulses and said switching waveform to control said bias level.
1 (Amended). A horizontal phase lock loop for use in a television receiver of the type which receives horizontal synchronization pulses at the picture line frequency and which includes a horizontal output stage for generating flyback pulses, comprising:

an oscillator for generating a signal at a frequency substantially equal to twice said line frequency;

a first loop which includes said oscillator for locking said oscillator to said horizontal synchronization pulses and for generating a ramp waveform and a switching waveform; and

a second loop coupled to said oscillator and driven by said ramp waveform for locking said flyback pulses to said switching waveform.

2. A horizontal phase lock loop according to claim 1 wherein said signal is a ramp signal and wherein said synchronization pulses are locked to a point on said ramp signal.

3. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 1 wherein said first loop comprises:

a first phase detector having a first input coupled to receive said synchronization pulses, a second input coupled to said switching waveform and an output coupled to said oscillator, said first phase detector generating a first control signal for altering the frequency of said oscillator; and

a first divide-by-two circuit having an input coupled to the output of said oscillator for producing said switching waveform.

4. A horizontal oscillator according to claim 3 wherein said switching waveform has a fifty percent duty
9 (Amended). A method for locking the horizontal oscillator of a television receiver to the line frequency horizontal synchronization pulses received by said television receiver, comprising:

- generating with said horizontal oscillator a first signal having a frequency substantially equal to twice said line frequency;
- dividing said first signal by two to produce a fifty percent duty cycle switching waveform;
- comparing said switching waveform with said synchronization pulses;
- generating a control signal indicative of the phase difference between said switching waveform and said synchronization pulses to control said oscillator;
- slicing said first signal;
- dividing the sliced first signal by two to generate a horizontal output stage drive signal;
- generating flyback pulses from said drive signal;
- comparing said flyback pulses with said switching waveform; and
- generating a second control signal indicative of the phase difference between said flyback pulses and said switching waveform to control said bias level.

10 (Cancelled).
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